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Available knowledge  

In such settings, rapid point-of-care tests (POCTs) for STBBIs, with linked confirmatory testing 

and treatment, facilitated by digital innovations, could greatly improve the quality of antenatal 

screening. However, rapid POCT results suffer from incomplete documentation of POCT 

results, failed integration with labs, and poor communication that impedes timely clinical care. 

Besides, incomplete confirmatory test protocols with poor quality control further limits their 

diagnostic impact.1-4 To improve service delivery, mobile health (mHealth) technologies could 

be leveraged by synergizing POCTs with mobile apps, expedited communication of POCT 

results with labs and with providers to initiate rapid clinical action.5-12 In rural Asian and African 

settings, where physicians are hard to reach, peer-to-peer health navigation facilitated by skilled 

and semi-skilled frontline healthcare professionals (HCPs) is being deployed to improve health 

outcomes.13 HCPs can be trained and empowered to offer digital POCT-based screening 

strategies.14-16  

Context  

Timely provision of high-quality antenatal care has downstream health implications, for both 

mothers and infants. Anecdotally, only 40% of HIV infected rural pregnant women report having 

received any antenatal care in India. This statistic reflects that facility-centred, laboratory-based, 

vertical screening programs for STBBIs have failed to meet screening and access needs of 

pregnant women. This problem is compounded by long commutes to healthcare centres, health 

illiteracy, preference for home delivery, and a disconnected system of health care.17 Besides, a 

continued shortage of trained doctors in rural areas affects quality of rural health service 

delivery.18 With treatment availability, there is a growing demand to expedite timely screening of 

STBBIs, so as to fast-track achievement of sustainable development goals (SDGs). In this 
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context, a patient friendly, lab-connected, innovative digital strategy that offered rapid and linked 

antenatal screening closer to women’s homes offers a solution. 

Associations between intervention outcomes and contextual elements  

Analyses were restricted to documenting proportions on key outcome measures. No formal 

logistic regression analyses were performed thus no associations were therefore observed. 

Vellore is in a district with intermediate HBV endemicity, with an observed decline in HIV 

disease burden over time. Five pregnant mothers were proven to be HBV carriers; carrier rate of 

1.07% was within the ranges (0.9-11.2%) reported previously.19 The overall exposure to HBV 

(measured by anti-HBc) was low in this study, 6.4%, compared to 19.5% reported elsewhere in 

India.20 

Unintended consequences  

Table 2 illustrates the added value of the strategy as voiced by participants and providers. From 

the provision of evidence-based information with the agency of healthcare workers acting as peer 

navigators, the AideSmart! strategy helped increase participant engagement in their own care, 

and with digital communication, patients maintained a continued contact with the HCPs. This 

improved engagement throughout their pregnancy and study participants reported an increased 

awareness about infections, about screening with POCTs, and the need to care for themselves 

during pregnancy. Both the HCPs and clinical providers reported satisfaction with participant 

engagement, education and counselling. 

Observed and anticipated outcomes  

We did not anticipate such a high acceptability, feasibility, and patient satisfaction and impact in 

rural participants. Integration of lab results was possible with the excellent collaborations 
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between HCPs and CMC lab and clinical professionals that were further optimized with digital 

platforms. Strong data on feasibility suggests that the AideSmart! POCT strategy met the needs 

of patients, providers, research managers, and data analysts improving success rates. To the best 

of our knowledge, this is the first evaluation of a comprehensive SmartApp-based digital 

multiplexed STBBI POC screening strategy (that spans engagement to retention), and novelty 

contributed to its success. POCTs for Mission Hb initially underestimated the haemoglobin 

levels of some participants and misclassified them as anaemic. This discrepancy was attributed to 

the use of test strips validated in Chinese populations. The error was corrected, and test strips 

validated for Indian populations were subsequently used, improving our estimations.  

Opportunity costs  

We aim to evaluate the opportunity costs associated with the strategy in the near future, where 

we plan to scale the strategy across India.   

Usefulness of the work 

AideSmart! was successfully operationalized for feasibility, acceptability, preference by frontline 

HCPs in a resource challenged rural environment in India. It offers usefulness for similar 

resource constrained contexts and application through reverse innovations for settings that desire 

connected services. 

Sustainability  

Smart process innovations offer a potential to improve both the quality and efficiency of POCT 

processes. They plug gaps from screening, linkage, integration to impact health service delivery 

of STBBIs. They can be reverse innovated, adapted to many contexts and scaled. Integration 

with supply chain space can help generate a system wide impact on health care processes and 
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health care outcomes. Finally, smart public and private partnerships between POCT 

manufacturers, digital phone companies, and public health systems can help make them 

sustainable.  
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